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Trump Leads DeSantis By A Whopping 42.8%
Geoffrey A. Fields

NEW PRIMARY POLLING via Real Clear Politics

Former President Donald Trump remains the dominant frontrunner, boasting a

commanding lead over rival Ron DeSantis. New polling data reveals Trump is leading by a

significant 42.8%, underlining his strong position as the potential Republican candidate to

challenge the Democrats in the upcoming 2024 Election. Many people are expecting the

long-shot candidates like: Will Hurd, Asa Hutchinson and Doug Burgum to drop out before

the next debate in November, slimming the field. Everyday that goes by further highlights



that “no path to victory” exists for anyone polling under 20%, which happens to be all

challengers to Mr. Trump. The “Never Trump” people were hoping 100 indictments, lawfare

and legal challenges for the Former President would kneecap his campaign springboarding

potential alternatives, this effort it appears has failed. It seems certain that Trump will

become the GOP nominee in 2024.

The kitchen table issues and problems the Biden Admin has created also give Trump a

boost. President Biden is polling under 40% on ALL KEY ISSUES: Crime, Economy,

Immigration, Foreign Policy, Russia-Ukraine War and Job Approval.

In the run-up to the 2024 Republican primary elections, political analysts and enthusiasts

are keenly examining the polls to gauge the level of support for potential candidates.

1. Trump: 56.5% **

Former President Donald Trump continues to dominate the field with a commanding 56.5%

support among Republican voters. His enduring influence within the party is evident,

reflecting a strong base that appreciates his policies and leadership during his tenure.

2. DeSantis: 13.7%

Florida Governor Ron DeSantis and his campaign has been underwhelming securing just

13.7% support in recent polls. DeSantis hasn’t caught on as the Trump replacement. Pulling

door knocking operations in multiple states he’s betting big on Iowa, where Trump leads by

30.

3. Haley: 6.9%
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Former South Carolina Governor Nikki Haley receives just 6.9% support. Haley has

experience as Governor and a UN diplomat. She has been climbing recently and attracting

more donors amid new polls showing her beating Biden. Trump has recently launched

some attacks her way calling her “birdbrain”.

4. Ramaswamy: 5.2%

New to the political scene: entrepreneur and commentator Vivek Ramaswamy has gained

some attention, garnering 5.2% support. His unique perspective and understanding of the

issues and philosophy is refreshing. His focus on free speech and defending Trump appeals

to a significant portion of the Republican base. However, his background leaves some

questioning ties to WEF, although he denounces this.

5. Pence: 4%

Former Vice President Mike Pence has no support among MAGA and this means his

campaign is dead in the water. His handling of the COVID taskforce and his role in certifying

the 2020 election hasn’t helped him among Republicans.

6. Christie: 3.1%

Former New Jersey Governor Chris Christie will be among the next to drop out after

Burgum. He’s betting on New Hampshire to deliver him a win but let’s be honest, he has no

path to victory. He left as Governor of NJ polling at just 9%.

7. Scott: 2.7%
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Senator Tim Scott from South Carolina also has no path to victory. He might be shooting for

VP but I doubt he gets it. Great guy but as far as becoming President NOT A CHANCE.

Trump Leads In Polls

Trump On TRUTH

“Wow! An almost 50 Point lead in Georgia. Thank you!”

“If I weren’t running for President, and winning, none of these politically motivated lawsuits

would be taking place! Does anyone notice that, after years & years, they are all happening

right in the middle of my campaign??? WE WILL TAKE BACK THE WHITE HOUSE AND MAKE

AMERICA GREAT AGAIN!”
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“I’m up 56 Points, so the Debates would seem to be a complete waste of time. I’m also up

10 on Crooked Joe! What is the RNC doing? They should be fighting against Election

Interference & the Pennsylvania Voter Registration Scam. The Debates should be ENDED,

BAD for the Republican Party! I was in Michigan last night with Autoworkers & others.

Watched Debate = REPORT CARD: Doug Burgum did a very good job, solid & smart! Sloppy

Chris Christie was a DISASTER, A TRUMP DERANGED LUNATIC! Nikki “Birdbrain” Haley was

exposed for her caustic DISLOYALTY & LIES about the Republican Party, and me. Doesn’t

have what it takes, NEVER DID! Lyin’ Mike Pence has lost a lot of his energy. Very flat, needs

me badly! Actually, quite sad to watch, but he’ll get better. Too much J-6! Tim Scott stepped

it up. Wonderful guy. Looking forward to getting his Endorsement! Vivek said I was a great

President. Thank you. Good Job! Ron DeSanctimonious had a bad night. He can feel the end

is near. Dropping like a rock!”

“Birdbrain: “I would not run if President Trump ran.” April 12, 2021”

“MAGA, or I, will never go for Birdbrain Nikki Haley. No loyalty, plenty of lies! “I will never run

against our great President,” she said,“he has done an outstanding job.” To which I

responded,“How nice of you to say, Nikki,” knowing full well that her words mean nothing.

She even came to Mar-a-Lago with her family, “bearing gifts.” Anyway, Birdbrain doesn’t have

the TALENT or TEMPERAMENT to do the job. MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN”

“The second Republican Primary Debate on FoxNews had the Lowest Viewership since

2016. Their overall Ratings are down 30%. FOX NEEDS MAGA, THEY JUST DON’T KNOW IT

YET. STOP WITH THE BAD DEBATES & NEGATIVE ADS, NO MORE. GET YOUR ACT

TOGETHER BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE! DJT”
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